Pocket Guide

Leveraging Brand to Demand
for Employer Branding
How to build a full-funnel approach across marketing & talent

Balance content between brand & acquisition
For marketing and talent audiences alike

Prospective customers

Candidates

Members exposed to both brand and acquisition
messaging were more likely to convert.

Warm candidates are 127% more responsive
compared to cold ones.
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The Flywheel of Brand and Demand
Whether nurturing talent or customers

Employer Brand

Demand

Establishing yourself as an employer of choice. Broadly
targeted awareness campaigns to differentiate your
culture & build affinity towards your organization for
future-pipeline (new geos, talent pools, etc).

Capturing demand for planned headcount or
unplanned demand. Narrow targeting to create
urgency for individuals already engaged with your
organization to enable immediate-growth.

Create compelling content across the funnel
Prospects Sales Funnel

There are clear commonalities between talent
and marketing content throughout the funnel.
Enjoyable, helpful content that showcases the brand
and thought leadership

Awareness

Helpful, engaging content that demonstrates
trust and credibility

Consideration

Specific content that demonstrates whether and how
the audience should connect with your brand

Conversion

Candidate Hiring Funnel

Awareness

Consideration

Conversion

Prospect mindset
Prospects Sales Funnel

Awareness

Consideration

Conversion

Audience Mindset

Objectives

Typical formats

Unknown

Recognition

• Video & Static

They don’t know what they don’t
know but are actively seeking to
become more knowledgeable

Distinctive and memorable brand content.
Best practices, tips and expertise to
improve their business/solve a challenge

• Sponsored Content

Unclear

Relevance

They don’t know what their
options are and who to seek out
to help solve their challenges

Showcase your overall brand, expertise,
products and services

Unmemorable

Recall

• Brochures

They’re trying to make a
decision and are recalling who
they know and trust

Differentiate yourself via proof points, case
studies and distinct brand experiences

• Sample/demo
requests

• Articles, Podcasts

• Client success stories
• Domain expertise
• White papers
• Fact Sheets
• Product Webinars

• Sign ups/Free trials

Candidate mindset
Candidate Hiring Funnel

Awareness

Consideration

Conversion

Audience Mindset

Objectives

Typical formats

Unknown

Recognition

• Video

I’m happy in my current role, but
I’m open to new opportunities if I
find the right fit.

Helpful, enjoyable, educational
content to generate engagement
and/or build awareness

• Articles

Unclear

Relevance

• Success stories

I’ve begun exploring new opportunities.
How do these companies compare to
my current position?

High-value content that helps to
educate during decision-making
process

• Webinars

Unmemorable

Recall

• Gifs

I’m actively pursuing positions at
a short-list of companies. Which is
worth the change?

Solution-specific content to drive next
steps and actions from candidates as
they move toward a decision

• Long Form Posts

• Images
• LI Company Page

• Events
• Job Ads

• Pipeline Builder
• Landing Pages

What a blended content journey could
look like on LinkedIn
LinkedIn provides an audience and content ecosystem that delivers shared value
and impact across all stakeholders.

Checks out a guide
from a single image ad

Follows a company
and browses updates

Likes and
comments on
company news
Researches
employe eculture
on careers page
Checks out thought leadership
article on industry trends

Watches a LinkedIn
live video around
key issues

Customers,
candidates,
employees

Sees a recruitment ad
on home page

Sees a brand awareness
video ad sharing a
customer success story

Finds and speaks
with connections
at company

Shares and comments
on a post about company
sustainability initiatives

Views product
offerings in a
carousel ad

Downloads
and reads
a guide
on area of
expertise

Views a job opportunity
via Landing Pages

Downloads
and reads a
white paper via
Lead Gen Form

Speak with a recruiter

Likes a post about
employees supporting the
community during lockdown

Reads article by
CEO on values

Typical customer touchpoint
Typical talent touchpoint
Blended touchpoint

Customer acquired,
candidate hired,
employee inspired

Best in Class

Nike’s brand to demand approach
to attracting Data Scientists
Nike needed to hire Data Scientists. This audience was unaware of their talent brand, so they
delivered a “Branding + Landing” experience featuring life at Nike videos and a Pipeline Builder
page. The result: engagement and conversion rates were 3x higher than average.

Nike

3.385.946 followers
Promoted

Portland, Oregon is home to Nike’s world
headquarters campus, and FOX breathes life
and energy into our mission. We’re here because
Portland attracts people who lead, invent, and
deliver. Join Nike to build a career that you can be
proud of Find your fit.

Nike

3.385.946 followers
Promoted

“When Nike puts their mind to something. I just don’t
think there is anything that Nike can’t do”.
Watch Irene Hwang, Senior Director, Digital Commerce
Analytics, talk about how Nike is using innovation in all
aspects of the business.
Learn more and watch other videos like this at
https:// muse.cm/2z8yKq#NikeDigital

Video ad 1 highlights benefits of
living in Portland, Oregon where
headquarters is located

Nike

3.385.946 followers
Promoted

Nike’s World Headquarters is nestled in the lush
Pasific Northwest landscape located in Beaverton,
Oregon. Steeped in history yet designed for
innovation. WHQ is a showcase of Nike’s history and
an arena for the future of what’s next.

Video ad 2 highlights benefits of
working on HQ campus

Nike

3.385.946 followers
Promoted

We are hiring Analytics, Science, and Visualization experts
with the ability to analyze and develop Nike’s digital
presence through data. Join the team that is defining the
future through the power of sport Find your fit.
https://lnkd.in/g9_r6cX

#swooshlife

Static ad 4 features hiring
call to action

Static ad clicks through to Pipeline Builder
page where audience learns even more
about opportunity and can apply

Video ad 3 highlights benefits of
working on Data team

Best in Class

Canva uses multiple formats to facilitate
the customer journey
Canva uses short videos, centered on its core theme of diversity, to build awareness &
consideration of the brand.
Videos are followed up with employee stories in single image ads, highlighting employee
perspectives to drive action.
Leads are driven by Pipeline Builder pages, giving Canva an on-platform experience that drives
awareness, consideration & action.

Canva

200,652 followers
1w

Looking for your next dream job? Come and join this
talented bunch at Canva.

Canva

200,652 followers
1w

Looking for your next dream job in product management?
Come and join the talented team at Canva.

Canva

200,652 followers
1w

Looking for your next dream job in software engineering?
Come and join the talented team at Canva.

Learn more about the
Power of Employer Brand
LinkedIn data shows that to stay competitive, marketers must continue
to grow their digital marketing skills, while brands must leverage their
marketing departments to attract the best and brightest talent.

View resources

